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Numerous techniques have been proposed in the last 15
years to measure various perfusion-related parameters in
the brain. In particular, two approaches have proven ex-
tremely successful: injection of paramagnetic contrast
agents for measuring cerebral blood volumes (CBV) and
arterial spin labeling (ASL) for measuring cerebral blood
flows (CBF). This review presents the methodology of the
different magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) techniques in
use for CBV and CBF measurements and briefly discusses
their limitations and potentials. J. Magn. Reson. Imaging
2001;13:496–520. © 2001 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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MAGNETIC RESONANCE (MR) has been known for a
long time to be one of the most powerful techniques to
study coherent, as well as incoherent, motion. The ef-
fect of diffusion (incoherent motion) on the relaxation
times and on the intensity of spin echoes has been
discussed by Bloembergen et al (1) and by Hahn (2). The
first report on flow (coherent motion) measurements
using nuclear MR (NMR) dates back as far as 1951,
when the first flow experiment using continuous wave
was described by Suryan (3). Since these early studies,
a number of review articles and book chapters on dif-
fusion, perfusion, and flow measurements by NMR
have been published (4–11).

MR imaging (MRI) now gives access to information on
cerebral perfusion (12–22) that is of importance for the
diagnosis and therapeutic follow-up of various brain
pathologies. Many methods using endogenous or exog-
enous tracers have been developed in order to image
various parameters related to perfusion. However, the
relation between these parameters and the MR signal is
complex. To understand the influence of blood on the

MR signal is a key issue to derive accurate information
about perfusion, either in healthy or in pathological
conditions.

This review is mainly focused on the physical basis of
the various phenomena involved in MR perfusion imag-
ing and on the methodological description of the differ-
ent techniques currently evaluated or in use. In each
case, the quantification of the different parameters is
discussed. Section 1 presents the perfusion parameters
that are accessible with MR. In section 2, the contrast
mechanisms involved when using blood pool agents are
summarized. Such contrast-enhancing agents are used
in bolus tracking techniques and in steady-state tech-
niques, as discussed in sections 3 and 4, respectively.
Section 5 describes the use of diffusible tracers and is
centered on arterial spin-labeling (ASL) techniques.

SECTION 1: CEREBRAL PERFUSION:
MEASURABLE PARAMETERS

Three important hemodynamic parameters are cerebral
blood volume (CBV), cerebral blood flow (CBF), and
mean transit time (MTT). The abbreviations rCBV,
rCBF, and rMTT usually mean regional CBV, CBF, and
MTT. However, the letter “r” can also indicate that the
measurement is relative and not absolute (23). In the
following, we shall use “r” for regional. The blood oxy-
genation level and the permeability of the blood-brain
barrier (BBB) are also important physiological parame-
ters relevant to the notion of brain perfusion. The MR
methods available to measure these parameters are not
in the scope of this review.

rCBV is defined as the volume of blood in a brain
voxel divided by the mass of the voxel. Generally, rCBV
involves only the microvasculature (i.e., arterioles, cap-
illaries, and venules):

rCBV 5
Volume of blood in a voxel

Mass of the voxel
. (1)

rCBV is frequently given in milliliters per 100 gram of
tissue, or in microliters per gram (mL g–1). rCBV can also
be defined as a volume fraction:

rCBV ~%! 5 100
Volume of blood in a voxel

Volume of the voxel
. (2)
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To convert between the two quantities, one can use the
following relationship, which takes into account the
mean density of brain tissue:

rCBV ~%! 5 0.104 rCBV ~mL g21!. (3)

The arteriolar, capillary, and venular volumes were
reported to be approximately 21%, 33%, and 46% of the
total microvascular blood volume, respectively (24).

The CBV may also be split into cerebral plasma vol-
ume (CPV) and cerebral red cell volume (CRCV):

CBV 5 CPV 1 CRCV. (4)

Non-NMR techniques to measure CPV and CRCV in
humans and large animals include positron emission
tomography (PET) and single photon emission com-
puted tomography (SPECT) (25). These noninvasive
methods are not readily applicable in vivo to small an-
imals, for which perfusion measurement relies instead
on the administration of a radioactive tracer and in vitro
analysis. Typical values of CBV are summarized in Ta-
ble 1.

rCBF is defined as the net blood flow through the
voxel divided by the mass of the voxel:

rCBF 5
Net blood flow through the voxel

Mass of the voxel
. (5)

Commonly used units for CBF are milliliters per 100
gram of tissue per minute and microliters per gram per
second (mL g–1 second–1). Typical CBF values obtained
from non-MR techniques are summarized in Table 2.

The rMTT describes the average amount of time it
takes any water molecule or particle of contrast agent to
pass through the voxel vasculature. rMTT is generally
expressed in seconds and is given by

rMTT 5
rCBV
rCBF

. (6)

Whereas CBF and MTT measurements necessarily
rely on techniques sensitive to motion (for instance,
bolus tracking techniques), CBV may be measured with
other methods (for instance, in a steady state).

Many other physiological parameters intervene and
complicate perfusion measurements. For instance, he-
matocrit (Hct), defined by the ratio

Hct ~%! 5 100
CRCV
CBV

, (7)

is known to be smaller in the brain capillaries (Hctbc)
than in large vessels (Hctlv). A mean ratio Hctbc/Hctlv of
0.83 was reported by Todd et al (26), whereas Bereckzi
et al (27) found a mean ratio of about 0.60 in the rat
gray matter. A capillary Hct of 30% and a venous Hct of
40% were recently considered for modeling the micro-
vascular network (28). As discussed in sections 2–4,
brain capillary Hct is a parameter that must be consid-
ered with many MR techniques using plasma markers.

Note that in sections 2–4, tissue is to be understood
as including the extravascular and the microvascular
compartments, with the exception of large vessels. This
notion, in agreement with the literature related to blood
pool contrast agents, is different from the definition
adopted in section 5, where tissue excludes any vascu-
lar component, as generally found in the ASL literature.

The ultimate goal of MRI perfusion studies is the
assessment of regional perfusion from MR image inten-
sity. One can distinguish two MR approaches to detect
and characterize the microvascular circulation. One
approach involves the use of endogenous (24) or exog-
enous (13) blood pool tracers, that is, tracers that stay
within the intravascular space (cf. sections 2–4). The
other approach uses endogenous (29) or exogenous (30)
diffusible tracers, which exchange between intra- and
extravascular compartments, such as water (cf. section
5) (31).

SECTION 2: CONTRAST ENHANCEMENT WITH
BLOOD POOL AGENTS: PHYSICAL BASIS

Although the amount of an adequately chosen intravas-
cular tracer can be accessed directly using nonproton
MR (32), we focus in the next sections (2–4) on the
techniques for CBV, CBF, and MTT mapping that rely
on the relaxation effects on the MR proton signal of

Table 1
Typical Cerebral Blood Volume (CBV) Values, Obtained Using
Non-NMR Methods

Tissue Method CBV

Human brain (242) SPECTa 48.4 mL g21

Baboon (243) PETb 31 mL g21

Rat brain (244), cortical
parietal surface

Optical technique:
bolus tracking

34 mL g21

Rat, whole brain (245) Autoradiography 26.7 mL g21

aSingle photon emission computed tomography.
bPositron emission tomography.

Table 2
Typical Cerebral Blood Flow (CBF) Values, Obtained Using Non-NMR Methods

Tissue Method CBF

Human brain (246), mean value over
various brain areas

PETa 58 ml 100 g21 min21 (9.66 mL g21 s21)

Baboon (243) PETa 44 ml 100 g21 min21 (7.33 mL g21 s21)
Rat brain (244), cortical parietal surface Optical technique: bolus tracking 144 ml 100 g21 min21 (24 mL g21 s21)
Rat, whole brain (245) Autoradiography 101 ml 100 g21 min21 (16.8 mL g21 s21)

aPositron emission tomography.
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purely intravascular tracers. Recently, van Zijl et al
reported CBV measurements using hemoglobin as an
intravascular contrast agent (24,33). In the following
(sections 2–4), we will only consider the most common
approaches in which blood pool tracer perfusion imag-
ing is carried out with exogenous paramagnetic con-
trast agents, such as gadolinium chelates or super-
paramagnetic iron oxide (SPIO) compounds (13,34).

A nondiffusible contrast agent does not cross the
intact BBB and remains in the intravascular compart-
ment, where it changes the blood T1 and T2. However,
although the agent is confined to the vascular space, its
effects extend to the extravascular space as well, due to
magnetic susceptibility effects and to water exchange
between blood and tissue. As a result, the presence of a
nondiffusible contrast agent within the vascular bed
may also change the relaxation times in the adjacent
tissue.

In brain lesions (for example, in tumors), the BBB can
be disrupted, resulting in the expansion of the distri-
bution volume of the contrast agent from the intravas-
cular space to the extravascular extracellular space.
This may introduce errors in perfusion mapping
(35,36).

Susceptibility

The magnetic field BW in a sample depends both on the
strength of the magnet and on the materials that make
up the sample, as described by the formula:

BW 5 BW 0~1 1 x!, (8)

where x is the magnetic susceptibility constant of the
sample and BW 0 is the magnetic field in the absence of the
sample. Tissue x is very small and negative (x 5 –10–5 to
–10–6). The magnetic field B in the tissue being smaller
than B0, is a diamagnetic substance. MRI contrast
agents (34) are either paramagnetic (e.g., gadolinium-
DTPA) or superparamagnetic (e.g., AMI 227), i.e., their x
is positive. The magnetic susceptibility of paramagnetic
materials (such as deoxyhemoglobin, oxygen, or nitric
oxide) ranges from 10–3 to 10–5. With superparamag-
netic materials, x depends on the magnetic field
strength. The increase in blood susceptibility induced
by the contrast agent is proportional to the concentra-
tion of the latter in the blood pool.

Changes in Blood Relaxation Rates

The injection of a contrast agent in the blood pool
changes the blood water relaxation rates. The change in
blood water longitudinal relaxation rate may be easily
obtained from the relaxivity r1 and the blood concentra-
tion cb of the contrast agent:

R1 5 R1
0 1 r1cb, (9)

where R1 5 1/T1 and R1
0 is the intrinsic blood water

relaxation (all the symbols used in sections 2–4 are
collected in Table 3). Note that since the contrast agent
is a plasma marker, any local change in Hct results in a
change in blood T1. The linear relationship between the

blood water relaxation rate and the concentration of the
contrast agent is at the basis of T1-weighted perfusion
imaging techniques.

The transverse relaxation of blood is predominantly
due to diffusion of water protons through field gradients
arising from the susceptibility difference DxRBC/plasma

between red blood cells (RBC) and plasma (28,37–40).
DxRBC/plasma can be written as

DxRBC/plasma 5 xRBC 2 ~xplasma 1 xCA!, (10)

where xRBC, xplasma, and xCA are the volume susceptibil-
ities of RBC, plasma, and the contrast agent, respec-
tively. Since xRBC depends on the oxygenation level,
DxRBC/plasma and thus changes in the relaxation rate
(DR2) due to the injection of the contrast agent, also
depend on the oxygenation level. For fully oxygenated
blood, the injection of contrast agent increases
DxRBC/plasma, resulting in a decreased blood T2. With
deoxygenated blood, the contrast agent injection may
induce a decrease in DxRBC/plasma and thus an increase
in blood T2.

Changes in T1 in Adjacent Tissue

In the normal brain the BBB prevents diffusion of con-
trast agents out of the intravascular spaces. However,
water exchange induces a change in extravascular T1

(41). The residence time of water in capillaries has been
considered to be on the order of 500 msec (42) (for
discussion, cf. section 5, “Quantification of Blood Flow
Using ASL Techniques”). Water exchange is slow (or
possibly intermediate) with respect to MR measure-
ment times, resulting in a limited shortening of tissue
T1 (41). It was shown that this effect of an intravascular
MR contrast agent on the longitudinal relaxation time of
the brain tissue could be used to simultaneously mea-
sure the permeability surface area product of water and
the regional blood volume (43). However, the T1 change
is relatively small and the method has not found broad
applications.

Changes in T2 and T2* in Adjacent Tissue

The echo time in gradient-echo or spin-echo experi-
ments is generally smaller than 100 msec, to be com-
pared with a typical lifetime of water in capillaries prob-
ably on the order of 500 msec (42). Thus, here also
water exchange between intra- and extravascular com-
partments is slow, and it does not contribute signifi-
cantly to T2 changes. The changes in tissue T2 and T2*
following the injection of an MR contrast agent are
mainly due to the dephasing of the extravascular spins
in the spatially nonuniform field created by the mag-
netic susceptibility differences (Dx) between vascular
and extravascular compartments. This susceptibility
difference causes magnetic field distortions in the vicin-
ity of blood vessels, resulting in a decrease of the trans-
verse relaxation times of protons in the extravascular
compartment.

Thereby, the resonance frequency, which is propor-
tional to the magnetic field, varies through the voxel:
the presence of microscopic magnetic field heterogene-
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ities creates a distribution of resonance frequencies.
Two phenomena affect the transverse relaxation times
in the presence of static field heterogeneities associated
with the presence of a contrast agent in the blood pool
(44–51). First, magnetic field perturbations increase
the heterogeneity of the phase distribution across the
voxel. Reversible spin dephasing occurs, with an asso-
ciated signal loss in gradient-echo experiments and an
increase DR2* in the relaxation rate R2* 5 1/T2* . How-
ever, in the absence of diffusional motion, T2, and thus
R2 5 1/T2, remains unchanged (a spin-echo experiment
refocuses the phase shifts due to a heterogeneous static
field). Second, diffusion of water molecules in magnetic
field gradients introduces two competitive effects:

(1) Irreversible losses of phase coherence and signal
attenuation in spin-echo experiments;

(2) For rapid spatial variations of the magnetic field,
possible averaging of phase differences by mo-
tional narrowing, resulting in reduced T2* and T2

changes.

A salient implication of these effects is that changes
in the transverse relaxation rates (DR2 and DR2*) de-
pend on the size and the architecture of the vascular
compartment. A complete description of these phenom-
ena can be found in references 44, 47, 49, 51, and 52.

Gradient-Echo Experiments: R2* Changes

At given rCBV, the change DR2* in R2* increases with
vessel radius (r) and reaches a plateau (Fig. 1). For

increasing Dxs (i.e., for increasing doses of contrast
agent), the curve DR2*(r) is shifted to the left and the
plateau is reached for lower vessel radii. At large doses
of contrast agent, all the vascular components are on
the plateau and gradient-echo experiments can mea-
sure the total vascular volume. It has been shown
(47,51) that at the long echo times usually employed
and at a high concentration of contrast agent, the en-
hancement in relaxation rate is given by

DR*2 5
4
3

pgxCA
m cbB0CBV, (11)

where CBV is the blood volume fraction (%) in the voxel
of interest, xCA

m is the molar susceptibility of the contrast
agent, and cb is its blood concentration. Note that the
product cb 3 CBV represents here the contrast agent
concentration in tissue.

In consequence, a gradient-echo technique is sensi-
tive to both macro- and microvasculature (44). The lin-
ear relationship between DR2* and cb is at the basis of
perfusion imaging using dynamic susceptibility con-
trast (DSC) (cf. section 3). On the other hand, CBV may
be obtained from the measurement of DR2* if cbxCA

m is
known: this result is at the basis of steady-state sus-
ceptibility contrast CBV imaging (cf. section 4).

Spin-Echo Experiments: R2 Changes

In spin-echo experiments, the dephasing resulting from
static local differences in Larmor frequencies is refo-

Table 3
Parameters Used to Describe Non-Diffusible Tracer Methods

(r)CBV Regional cerebral blood volume
(r)MTT Regional mean transit time
(r)CBF Regional cerebral blood flow
CPV Cerebral plasma volume
CRCV Cerebral red cells volume
Hct Hematocrit
Hctbc Brain capillary hematocrit
Hctlv Large vessels hematocrit
r1 Longitudinal relaxivity of the contrast agent
R1

0 Intrinsic longitudinal relaxation rate of blood water
R1 Intrinsic longitudinal relaxation rate of blood water (including contrast agent contribution)
ca(t) Arterial concentration of contrast agenta

cb(t) Blood concentration of contrast agenta

Ct(t) Tissue concentration of contrast agenta

ℜ(t) Tissue concentration of contrast agent in response to an idealized bolus AIFb

ℜMax Peak height of ℜ(t)
xCA

m Molar susceptibility of contrast agent
xCA Volume susceptibility of contrast agent
xRBC Volume susceptibility of red blood cells
xplasma Volume susceptibility of plasma
DxRBC/plasma Susceptibility difference between red blood cells and plasma
ID Diffusion length
D Self-diffusion coefficient of water
TE Echo time (either in spin-echo or in gradient-echo experiments)
SPre Signal before contrast agent injection (steady-state technique)
SPost Signal after contrast agent injection (steady-state technique)
Sextra V Extravascular contribution to the signal
Sintra V Intravascular contribution to the signal
St Tissue contribution to the signal

aBlood and tissue concentration of contrast agent do not have the same case since the tissue magnetization is expressed per g and the blood
magnetization per ml.
bAIF, arterial input function.
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cused and diffusion effects become more visible. The
phenomena that induce a change in transverse relax-
ation rates are closely related to the diffusion length
during the experiment time TE. This diffusion length LD

depends on the self-diffusion coefficient D of water in
the vicinity of the vessel walls:

ID 5 Î6DTE . (12)

The water molecules move through field gradients
induced by the blood-tissue susceptibility difference.
With large vessels one can assume that during the
experiment time (TE) each diffusing water molecule ex-
periences an approximately constant field gradient
whose value depends on its initial position (slow diffu-
sion approximation). Like with a Stejskal and Tanner
sequence (53), an attenuation of the echo occurs (T2

decrease). For small vessels, a diffusing water molecule
experiences a whole range of magnetic fields resulting

in the averaging of phase differences (motional narrow-
ing) and reduced signal attenuation.

At a given rCBV, the change in R2 of a spin-echo
experiment reaches a maximum for microvessels and
decreases when vessel size increases (Fig. 1). For in-
creasing Dx, the curve DR2(r) shifts to the left. At Dx
'0.4 10–7, DR2 peaks around the capillary radius (2–3
mm). Thus a spin-echo technique is mainly sensitive to
microvasculature. This feature can be used to obtain
information on the vascular architecture (54–57).

SECTION 3: BOLUS TRACKING TECHNIQUES

Basic Principles

While passing through the microvasculature, a bolus of
contrast agent produces changes in the MR signal in-
tensity. The change can be due either to susceptibility
changes or to T1 changes. The first works carried out in
this area were based on the susceptibility effect (13,14).
A linear relationship between the blood concentration
of the contrast agent and the change in transverse re-
laxation rate is assumed (Eq. [11]). Further works were
based on the T1 effect (58). Whatever the source of
contrast, the signal intensity-vs.-time curves are con-
verted into concentration-vs.-time curves (Fig. 2). A
gamma-variate function is then generally fitted to the
latter to eliminate contribution of tracer recirculation
(59).

Calculation of rCBV, rCBF, and rMTT from concen-
tration-vs.-time curves is based on the indicator dilu-
tion methods for nondiffusible tracers (60,61). A bolus
of nondiffusible tracer is given, resulting in a time-
dependent arterial concentration of the contrast agent,
ca(t), called arterial input function (AIF). CBV, CBF, and
thus MTT (i.e. CBV/CBF) are obtained from measure-
ment of both the AIF and the time dependence of the
tracer concentration in the tissue, Ct(t).

The CBV is given by (35,62):

Figure 1. Results of Monte Carlo simulations showing, at 2.35
T and for a CBV of 2%, the effect of vessel radius (R) on the
variation of the voxel reversible and irreversible relaxation
rates (DR2* and DR2) induced by the susceptibility difference
between vascular and extravascular compartments. Each
curve corresponds to a different susceptibility difference (Dx).
The capillaries’ radii range is typically 2–3 mm. (Courtesy of
Irène Troprès and Stephan Grimault)

Figure 2. Effect of the bolus on the MR signal intensity S(t) in
a DSC experiment. The DR2*(t) curve, assumed to be propor-
tional to that of the contrast agent concentration in tissue, is
computed from S(t) according to Eq. [16].
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CBV }

E
2`

1`

Ct~t!dt

E
2`

1`

ca~t!dt

. (13)

Relative rCBV can be determined simply by measuring
the area under the concentration-vs.-time curve (63),
but absolute rCBV measurement requires the knowl-
edge of the AIF.

The latter function can be estimated by measuring
signal changes around or inside a major blood vessel.
With experiments using plasmatic tracers, however,
since local Hct varies with vessel diameter, the CBV
value computed with Eq. [13] should be corrected by a
factor (1 – Hctlv)/(1 – Hctbc). Other phenomena, like
partial volume effects and progressive spreading out of
the bolus time shape for voxels further away from the
location of the ca(t) measurement, also contribute to
make difficult a correct determination of the AIF appro-
priate to the voxel.

The CBF could be computed from the peak height
CBF 3 ℜMax of the tissue concentration-vs.-time re-
sponse CBF 3 ℜ(t) to an idealized instantaneous bolus
applied at t 5 0 (35,62,64,65) according to

CBV
CBF

5

E
2`

1`

ℜ~t!dt

ℜMax . (14)

ℜ(t) represents the fraction of tracer still present in the
tissue at time t after an ideal bolus injection. It de-
creases from ℜ(t) 5 1 to ℜ(`) 5 0. For a real bolus,
however, the measured tissue concentration of contrast
agent is the convolution product of CBF 3 ℜ(t) with
ca(t):

Ct~t! 5 E
0

t

CBFca~t!ℜ~t 2 t!dt. (15)

To obtain CBF, one therefore needs to deconvolve the
tissue concentration-vs.-time curve. This inverse prob-
lem remains a delicate one due to the difficult determi-
nation of the AIF and to the particular sensitivity of the
deconvolution process to noise in the experimentally
determined Ct(t) and ca(t).

Several deconvolution approaches have been ex-
plored theoretically (35,66) and experimentally (36,64–
66). CBF 3 ℜ(t) can be determined either by fitting a
shape predicted on the basis of a theoretical model for
the vascular bed (parametric approach) or directly by
the deconvolution process (nonparametric approach).
Deconvolution itself can be performed either by Fourier
transformation combined with Wiener filtering or alge-
braically by solving a discretized version of Eq. [15] with
regularized least-squares methods. The nonparamet-
ric, model-independent approaches seem to provide
more robust absolute rCBF estimates. In a recent

study, ℜ(t) was determined iteratively with a maximum
likelihood algorithm (66).

A correct determination of the concentration-vs.-time
curves requires a high temporal resolution, and the
development of dynamic bolus methods relies largely on
the availability of fast T1-, T2-, and T2*-weighted imag-
ing techniques. With adequate preparation, many rapid
acquisition schemes (gradient echo, keyhole, burst,
EPI, spiral, presto, etc.) can be used. Because of its
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) advantage and of its time
resolution, EPI is the reference method to monitor bolus
injection (67). Due to its intrinsically low sensitivity to
motion artifacts, spiral imaging could also be advanta-
geous. For these two methods, an appropriate correc-
tion for artifacts induced by B0 heterogeneity becomes
particularly important for T2* contrast. Note the recent
introduction of a reversed spiral imaging scheme for
increased T2* contrast without TR lengthening (68).
Whatever the selected technique, the parameters of the
acquisition sequence must be carefully chosen (69–72),
particularly to maximize the SNR.

Dynamic Susceptibility Contrast

Most of the published works on bolus tracking are
based on the use of DSC (13,23,35,62,73–76). A T2*-
weighted imaging sequence is used to collect in each
voxel the signal-vs.-time curve. The signal intensity is
converted to a relative measure of the contrast agent
concentration by the following relationship (Fig. 2):

C~t! 5 2
k
TE

lnSS~t!
S~0!D, (16)

where TE is the echo time and k is an unknown propor-
tionality constant. To eliminate contribution of tracer
recirculation, a gamma-variate function is generally fit-
ted to the measured concentration-vs.-time curves. As
mentioned above, for quantitative perfusion measure-
ments, the AIF may be estimated from the signal of
voxels containing or surrounding a large artery (36,62).
CBV is then obtained with Eq. [13] and CBF with Eq.
[15]. In addition to the problems previously described,
one must be aware that it is difficult to measure the AIF
with the same proportionality constant (k in Eq. [16]) as
that for the tissue concentration-vs.-time curve. In
brain tissue, the changes in R2* during the first pass of
contrast agent are due to extravascular spins, and the
concentration of paramagnetic contrast agent is lin-
early related to the R2* change for a small blood volume
fraction (44). In blood, the R2* change is due to the
magnetic field gradients arising from the susceptibility
difference between RBC and plasma (Eq. [10]), as well
as to the R2 relaxivity effect of the agent.

Moreover, obtaining C(t) from Eq. [16] is based on the
assumption of the absence of any T1 weighting, which
suggests the use of a long TR, in contradiction with the
requirement of a high temporal resolution. An alterna-
tive approach consists in acquiring multiple echoes to
determine R2*(t) maps from which DR2*(t) can be com-
puted as DR2*(t) 5 R2*(t) – R2*(0), rather than by using
Eq. [16] (66).
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It should be noted that dynamic methods provide
accurate measurements of the perfusion parameters
only if the BBB is intact. A rupture of the BBB may
introduce errors in CBV and CBF measurements. For
moderate disruption of the BBB, a recently explored
approach (77–79) to this problem consists in applying a
model-based correction to the data to compensate for
the tissue T1 and T2 variations arising from the contrast
agent leakage to the extravascular space. The number
of unknown parameters in the model is increased, how-
ever, and the acquisition protocol has to allow for both
T1 and T2* measurements, for instance with a multiple
gradient-echo sequence (78,80,81). The use of large-
size agents would allow a slower transport through the
BBB (82), making possible perfusion measurements
even in the case of damaged BBB.

Dynamic Relaxivity Contrast

Some first-pass bolus tracking techniques exploit T1

changes (83–86), as measured by T1-weighted acquisi-
tions, to determine CBV (58). The method assumes that
water exchange between the intra- and extravascular
compartments is negligible and thus the MR signal can
be written as:

S~t! 5 SextraV 1 SintraV~t!. (17)

Assuming that SextraV is time independent, the change
in signal can be written as

DS~t! 5 S~t! 2 S~0! 5 SintraV~t! 2 SintraV~0! (18)

and originates from the blood only. Like with DSC, the
signal intensity is converted to a relative concentration
of the contrast agent. The change DR1 5 R1

Post – R1
Pre in

the relaxation rate is linearly related to the blood con-
centration in the contrast agent (Eq. [9]).

With inversion-recovery or saturation-recovery fast im-
aging techniques, the image signal intensity is linearly
related to R1 for long T1. At low T1 values, which may be
encountered at peak concentration, the slope of the sig-
nal-vs.-concentration relationship decreases (signal sat-
uration). Alternatively, the contrast agent concentration
can be obtained by using the analytical form of the signal-
vs.-relaxation rate relationship. Determination of the AIF
with the same proportionality constant than the tissue
concentration-vs.-time curve might be easier with relax-
ivity contrast as with susceptibility contrast.

Applications of Bolus Tracking Techniques

For comparison of interindividual measurements, ab-
solute CBV, MTT, and CBF values are highly desirable.
Absolute quantification of CBV, MTT, and CBF, how-
ever, clearly remains a difficult problem and still asks
for methodological improvements before to become rou-
tinely applicable. Nevertheless, if only through the
determination of relative values (which permit, for in-
stance, comparison of ipsi- and controlateral measure-
ments), bolus tracking techniques have already been
applied in fundamental biological studies (87) and in
functional studies (88), progressively enter the clinical

practice (85,89–93). Clinical applications include the
characterization of tumor vascularity (78,85,94), the
follow-up of cancer treatments (95,96), the study of the
vasodilatory capacity of brain during cerebral pertur-
bations (76), the study of ischemia-reperfusion injuries
(75) and stroke (84,97–99).

Often, DSC measurements are processed according
to the following practical scheme. From the time series
of acquired data, DR2*(t) curves can be computed that
are assumed proportional to Ct(t). After fitting a gam-
ma-variate function and in the hypothesis of a constant
AIF to the entire slice, an index of relative rCBV can be
computed according to

rCBVindex 5E
0

t

DR*2~t!dt. (19)

In a pragmatic approach (100), without knowledge of
the AIF, an rMTT index can be computed using the
nondeconvolved DR2*(t) curve:

rMTTindex 5

E
0

t

tDR*2~t!dt

E
0

t

DR*2~t!dt

. (20)

From these values, there results an rCBF index:

rCBFindex 5
rCBVindex

rMTTindex
. (21)

Maps of these indices are presented in Fig. 3 for an
ischemic edema-bearing patient. Weisskoff et al have
shown that, although the first moment rMTTindex com-
puted directly from the DR2*(t) curve is not equal to
CBV/CBF, it can still give a reasonably correct relative
measurement of rCBF between regions, provided, how-
ever, that they feature a similar vascular physiology.
This can also be used to continuously monitor the effect
of a perturbation on a given region (100).

Some caution is required in the analysis of the per-
fusion index maps computed with Eqs. [19–21]. For a
given AIF, a decrease in rCBF will affect the DR2*(t)
curve by spreading it out, while its integral remains
constant. In practice, this implies a lower SNR and, due
to the limited observation window, a risk of truncature
in the observed DR2*(t) (Fig. 4), degrading the accuracy
of the computed integral. It is thus difficult to know
whether a low rCBVindex really indicates a region with
low relative rCBV or with low rCBF, or both (Fig. 3–4).

Regarding relaxivity bolus tracking, Hackländer et al
(85) have recently compared CBVs as determined by T1

and T2* dynamic measurements. They found that the T1

approach led to better quantification, but they also
found that the T2* approach could provide faster acqui-
sitions over multiple slices, a significant advantage
from a clinical perspective. In a more recent study,
Moody et al (101) compared CBV and CBF as obtained
with the T1 bolus tracking technique to SPECT mea-
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surements. In repeated measurements, they found a
good reproducibility for the relative values.

SECTION 4: STEADY-STATE TECHNIQUES

With cerebral dynamic perfusion imaging in humans,
the duration of the first passage of the bolus is approx-
imately 5–20 seconds. The high temporal resolution
required to determine rCBV and rCBF is obtained at the
expense of spatial resolution and/or SNR. Another ap-
proach to rCBV (but not rCBF) mapping is steady-state
contrast-enhanced MRI, which uses contrast agents with
a long half-life in the vascular pool, such as ultrasmall
SPIO (USPIO) ones, like AMI-227 (102). Like with dynamic
methods, either relaxivity contrast (103–105) or suscepti-
bility contrast (106–108) may be used (109,110). Steady-
state techniques may be carried out with standard gradi-

ent-echo or spin-echo imaging sequences and allow
continuous changes in relative rCBV to be monitored.
Compared to dynamic techniques, steady-state perfusion
MRI offers the advantage of a higher spatial resolution but
does not allow rCBF and rMTT to be measured.

Steady-State Susceptibility Contrast

CBV imaging using steady-state susceptibility con-
trast exploits the linear relationship between the
blood concentration of the contrast agent and the
changes in R2* it induces (Eq. [11]). In many studies
(28,54,56,107,111), the R2* changes induced by the
contrast agent were obtained with a two-point tech-
nique, i.e., from the ratio of the signal intensities mea-
sured, at time TE, before (SPre) and after (SPost) contrast
agent injection:

Figure 3. Anatomic, T2-weighted image of an ischemic edema-bearing patient (a) and corresponding maps of the relative rCBV
index (b), rMTT index (c), and rCBF index (d) computed from DSC data. Examples of DR2*(t) curves are given in Fig. 4. (Courtesy
of Unité INSERM 438 and Unité IRM, CHU Michallon, Grenoble, France)
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DR*2 5 2
1
TE

lnSSPost

SPreD. (22)

Due to the change in the cerebral tissue T1 after
injection (43), any T1 weighting of the signal may intro-
duce TE-dependent errors. It is easy to show that a T1

effect leads to an underestimation of DR2* changes.
Alternatively, a multiple gradient-echo sequence
(55,109,112,113) can be used. Then R2* is determined
before and after contrast agent injection by least-
squares fitting of the gradient-echo signal decay S(TE) to
a mono-exponential function. DR2* maps are computed
according to

DR*2 5
1

T*2Post 2
1

T*2Pre , (23)

where T2*
Pre and T2*

Post are the pre- and postinjection
relaxation times. One advantage of this technique is its
insensitivity to T1 weighting.

Absolute rCBV can be obtained if the increase in the
blood tissue susceptibility difference due to the injec-
tion of the contrast agent, Dx 5 xCA

m cb, is known.
Several factors might limit the accuracy of the CBV

measurement using susceptibility contrast imaging.
First, absolute measurement of CBV from DR2* and Dx
is based on a very simplified model of the brain vessel
architecture (47). Results obtained with this model,
based on the static approximation (diffusion of tissue
protons is not considered), however, were found to be in
close agreement with Monte Carlo simulations (51).

Equation [11] has been successfully used even with low
susceptibility differences (54,111,114,115). A second
factor is the decrease of Hct as vessel size decreases.
Since Dx can be vessel-size dependent, the effective Dx
value may be inaccurately known. Third, the BBB
should not be disrupted. Qualitative information on
microvasculature can be obtained from R2 changes by
using a spin-echo sequence (116).

Steady-State Relaxivity Contrast

The determination of absolute rCBV with susceptibility
contrast requires the knowledge of the proportionality
constant between DR2* and rCBV. As explained below,
quantitative rCBV maps can be obtained with steady-
state relaxivity contrast without prior knowledge of the
blood concentration in the contrast agent.

Like with dynamic relaxivity contrast, it is assumed
that the brain contains two separate, extravascular and
intravascular, compartments. The signal before injec-
tion may then be written as

St 5 SextraV 1 SintraV. (24)

If the water exchange between intra- and extravascular
compartments is negligible, the tissue signal, St, re-
mains unchanged after contrast agent injection. In this
case, the increase in signal in the brain parenchyma
due to contrast agent injection may be written as

DSt 5 DSintraV. (25)

Figure 4. a: rCBVindex map as in Fig. 3. b–e: Susceptibility bolus tracking curves obtained from the regions (1–4) pointed to by
arrows in a. The variation of R2*, consequential to the contrast agent bolus, is represented together with the fitted gamma-variate
curves. Note the different vertical scales. In b, the observed voxel (arrow 1 in a) is close to a vessel and gives a high SNR in the
DR2*(t) curve. The voxel in c (arrow 2 in a) is at the periphery of an ischemic edema, and it is not clear whether to attribute the
decreased intensity to a reduced CBF or to a lower relative CBV. In d, at the periphery of the lesion (arrow 3 in a), the decrease
is more pronounced and the SNR becomes too low to permit an accurate estimation of the DR2*(t) integral. Note the apparent
truncation of the curve. The fact that the bolus is not seen in e, within the lesion (arrow 4 in a), may not be interpreted as
revealing an absence of any flow, due to the degraded SNR. (Courtesy of Unité INSERM 438 and Unité IRM, CHU Michallon,
Grenoble, France)
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This increase in signal is related by

rCBV ~%! 5 100
DSintraV

DSref
(26)

to the signal increase DSref in a voxel that contains only
blood.

The T1 techniques require the measurement of the
signal change in a large vessel. Partial volume effects,
as well as differences in the Hct between capillaries and
large draining veins, may then introduce errors in rCBV
estimations. T1 techniques could also suffer from the
large, Hct-dependent change in blood T2 due to the
presence of the contrast agent in the blood compart-
ment. A short echo time is thus required.

This class of techniques was based on a two-compart-
ment model, and water exchange between the two com-
partments was neglected. When exchange is taken into
account, it has been shown that an intravascular MR
contrast agent changes the longitudinal relaxation time
of the brain tissue (41,43). The T1 change in the ex-
travascular compartment due to water exchange is,
however, limited and the change of St due to the con-
trast agent injection remains relatively small.

Applications of Steady-State Techniques

Despite the SNR and spatial resolution advantages of
steady-state techniques, fewer studies using this ap-
proach have been published than studies using the
dynamic method. This can be explained by the rela-
tively recent introduction of contrast agents with a suf-
ficiently long half-life in blood (117). Moreover, the ex-
amination times associated with steady-state methods
are somewhat longer than with dynamic techniques,
which is a disadvantage in a clinical context.

On animal models, however, this approach has al-
ready found several interesting applications. It has
been applied for instance to better understand the
blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) contrast ob-
served in situations where changes in CBV and in oxy-
gen saturation occur simultaneously, like with acute
hypercapnia (111). Steady-state measurements of R2

and R2* can be used to measure CBV in tumors and to
characterize quantitatively the distribution of vessel
sizes in cerebral glioma (55,116). The vasodilatory ca-
pacity of the brain during cerebral perturbations has
been evaluated using relaxivity, as well as susceptibility
steady-state contrasts (103,109,113). Hamberg et al
have measured CBV continuously during transient
global ischemia followed by hyperemia using steady-
state susceptibility contrast (106). In a study of injury
subsequent to ischemia reperfusion, Quast et al (87)
combined a steady-state spin-echo acquisition and a
DSC acquisition to determine CBV and CBF, respec-
tively. Recently, Zaharchuk et al (118,119) used ASL
and steady-state susceptibility contrast to measure
CBV, CBF, and BOLD signal changes during hemor-
rhagic hypotension in the rat.

SECTION 5: PERFUSION IMAGING: USE OF
DIFFUSIBLE TRACERS

Physical Basis

Before the introduction of spin-labeling techniques,
most MR approaches to characterize blood flow with
diffusible tracers were derived from the experience ac-
quired with freely diffusible radioactive tracers like 14C-
iodoantypirine (120,121), 133Xe (122–124), or H2

15O
(125–128). Most of the radionucleides encountered in
biology have isotopes with nonzero magnetic moment,
which have been, not surprisingly, exploited in MR
counterparts of the radioactive approach to measure
rCBF. This is, for instance, the case of 2H, 17O, 19F,
and 1H.

Besides 1H, the natural abundance of all the other
nuclei make the MR experiment very similar to the
methods based on radioactivity, as the amount of signal
detected is directly related to the amount of tracer in the
tissue. Blood flow quantification is then generally based
on the clearance approach, initially proposed by Kety
and Schmidt (129). The amount of tracer in brain tissue
depends on the inflowing (arterial) and outflowing (ve-
nous) amounts:

dCt~t!
dt

5 rCBF@ca~t! 2 cv~t!#. (27)

Since the tracer is assumed to be freely diffusible, its
tissue and venous concentrations must be equal after
accounting for the molecular partition coefficient be-
tween blood and tissue, l: cv(t) 5 Ct(t)/l. Equation [27]
can be integrated between t 5 0 (tracer arrival) and t 5
T (measurement time) (129):

Ct~T! 5 rCBF e 2 rCBF T/l E
0

T

ca~t!e
rCBF t/ldt. (28)

If the tracer arrives as an ideal bolus, then its clearance
rate becomes:

Ct~T! 5 ca~0!rCBF e2rCBF T/l. (29)

On that basis, Ackerman et al used 2H2O to quantify
blood flow in the liver (130); subsequently, rCBF has
been measured in various animals (131–134). Corbett
et al compared such deuterium-based measurements
to microsphere-based measurements in the piglet brain
and reported an underestimation of rCBF for large
blood flow values (134). This is probably due to limited
diffusion of water in brain tissue (cf. section 5, “Quan-
tification of Blood Flow Using ASL Techniques”).

19F is NMR detectable and can be easily incorporated
in numerous volatile (and therefore inhalable) com-
pounds, which make good tracers for perfusion. Eleff et
al observed the clearance of freon-23 (or CHF3) (135).
Other volatile compounds containing 19F were used to
characterize rCBF, like halothane in a rat study (136) or
freon-22 in a cat study (137). However, freon-23 has the
least physiological effects (138). More recently, Pekar et
al obtained a 0.4-cc resolution in the cat brain using
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CH19F3 (139). The comparison with measurements
based on microspheres showed that the use of freon-23
yielded an underestimation of rCBF, most certainly due
to the limited diffusion of freon-23 in the brain tissue
(140).

At about the same time, based on the pioneering work
of Mateescu et al (141), H2

17O was also imaged directly
to characterize rCBF (142,143). However, the natural
abundance of H2

17O is not negligible (20.3 mMol (143)),
and the clearance equation must be corrected for the
effect of oxygen metabolism (143–145). H2

17O also has a
well-known effect on proton T2 (146,147). Kwong et al
used the proton T2 reduction induced by the passage of
an intra-arterial bolus of 17O-labeled water to map
rCBF in dogs (148). Recently, Arai et al proposed a new
strategy for in vivo autoradiography: the 17O concen-
tration is measured in the carotid by 17O spectroscopy
and the T2 effect of H2

17O is detected in the brain by
proton MR (149). Like all techniques based on water,
the CBF quantification with H2

17O also suffers from
diffusion limitation (cf. section 5, “Quantification of
Blood Flow Using ASL Techniques”).

As a final example of nonproton MR, Swanson et al
recently mapped the distribution of 129Xe in the brain
(150). This is the first step toward rCBF measurements
using hyperpolarized gases.

However, because water is endogenous and abun-
dant, and because its technical implementation is far
easier than that for the previously mentioned methods,
the approach that is predominantly used to map rCBF
is ASL.

Basic Principles of ASL

A modification of the state of blood magnetization in an
artery—the labeling of arterial spins—induces a mea-
surable change downstream in the apparent tissue T1

and in the tissue magnetization. Both changes can be
used to quantify blood flow (29,151).

As the labeled water flows into the tissue vasculature,
water exchange between blood and tissue occurs
through the BBB, yielding a magnetization exchange.
These aspects make the ASL experiment very close to
other magnetization transfer experiments, like the one
described by Wolff and Balaban (152).

The general principles of ASL were first demonstrated
by Detre et al and Kwong et al (29,151). Detre et al
applied a sequence of saturation pulses on the rat neck
and detected the resulting signal change in the brain
(29). A distal saturation applied equidistantly outside
the brain served as a control for the effects of saturation
pulses on the magnetization of tissue macromolecules.
Based on the fact that the apparent tissue T1 changes
with blood flow (29,31), Kwong et al used a train of
inversion-recovery sequences to map rCBF variations
during primary sensory stimulation (151). From the
first papers describing the principles of blood flow mea-
surement using ASL, a large diversity of schemes—and
acronyms—has been proposed. Although there is no
clear consensus on how to call each scheme (for in-
stance, ASL is equally often called arterial spin tagging),
the existing methods are generally divided into two
groups, depending on how the blood is labeled, as re-

cently reviewed by Calamante et al (153): the continu-
ous ASL methods (CASL) and the pulsed ASL methods
(PASL).

Both the continuous and the pulsed ASL methods are
based on the following principles. The arrival of labeled
blood at the perfusion site is assumed to occur via
uniform plugged flow (154). One defines the transit time
t as the time it takes for the labeled spins to go from the
labeling plane to the perfusion site. In the imaged slice,
the evolution of the tissue magnetization can be de-
scribed by the following modified Bloch equation (29):

dMt~t!
dt

5
Mt

0 2 Mt~t!

T1t
1 rCBF@ma~t! 2 mv~t!# (30)

where the parameters are described in Table 4, as are
all the other parameters used in section 5. At equilib-
rium, the relation between blood and tissue magnetiza-
tions involves the blood-brain partition coefficient, l,
which represents the difference between water concen-
trations in blood and in tissue (129,155,156):

ma
0 5 mv

0 5
Mt

0

l
. (31)

Therefore, if arterial spins are not labeled upstream,
one has

ma~t! 5 ma
0 5

Mt
0

l
. (32)

Detre et al assumed a full exchange between blood and
tissue water and therefore considered the venous mag-
netization to be equal to the tissue magnetization:

mv~t! 5
Mt~t!

l
. (33)

Assuming that a slice-selective inversion pulse has
been applied at t 5 0 on the tissue magnetization, Eq.
[30] yields

Mt~t! 5 Mt
0@1 2 2 exp~2t/T1t,app!#, (34)

where T1t,app, the apparent tissue T1, is defined by

T1t,app 5 S 1
T1t

1
rCBF

l D2 1

. (35)

The fact that T1t,app depends on blood flow has been
verified in the isolated perfused heart by Williams et al
(157). This constitutes the basis of all ASL techniques,
pulsed or continuous. After the arterial magnetization
has been continuously saturated upstream (ma(t) 5 0),
and provided it has been irrigating the tissue for a long
period of time, the tissue magnetization reaches a
steady state, Mt

lab. In this case, Detre et al showed that
rCBF could be estimated with (29)

rCBF 5
l

T1t,app
S1 2

Mt
lab

Mt
0 D. (36)
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Continuous ASL (CASL)

Flow-Driven Adiabatic Inversion

With CASL techniques, the blood magnetization is con-
tinuously labeled upstream, so that the measured tis-
sue magnetization is in a steady state. By comparing
the tissue magnetization in the normal condition (i.e.,
control state) and the tissue magnetization when it has
been perfused by labeled blood (i.e., label state), one
can estimate the blood flow. In order to achieve this
continuous labeling, Detre et al first suggested using
trains of saturation pulses (29). Shortly after, Williams
et al proposed to replace using trains of saturation
pulses by a flow-driven adiabatic inversion scheme (31),
previously used by Dixon et al for angiography (158)
(Fig. 5a). An adiabatic fast-passage inversion (159) is
realized by continuously applying a low-power radiofre-
quency field in the presence of a magnetic field gradient
aligned with the flow direction (31). A continuous inver-
sion of arterial spins produces a tissue signal change
two times larger than a continuous saturation. The
degree of labeling, a0, describes the efficiency of the
spin labeling:

a0 5
ma

0 2 ma

2ma
0 . (37)

Theoretically, for continuous saturation a0 5 0.5 and
for continuous inversion a0 5 1.0. Zhang et al deter-
mined a0 in vivo by imaging the large arteries down-
stream the labeling plane using a flow-compensated
imaging technique (160). Due to the longitudinal relax-
ation that occurs during the transit time from the la-
beling plane to the perfusion site, the inversion state of

the labeled spins at the perfusion site is no longer a0,
but becomes (161):

a~t! 5 a0exp~2t/T1a!. (38)

The efficiency of the velocity-driven adiabatic inver-
sion has been theoretically and experimentally investi-
gated by Maccota et al (162) and Marro et al (163).
Maccota et al showed that, assuming a laminar flow, a
degree of labeling of greater than 0.9 could easily be
obtained over a broad range of flow velocities (from ;15
to ;150 cm z second–1). They also indicated that the
method proposed by Zhang et al to measure the degree
of labeling was biased toward the lower range of laminar
flow velocities.

One-Coil CASL

In the CASL experiment, the most general equation that
describes the evolution of the tissue magnetization is
the one accounting for both free and macromolecular
protons (164–166):

5
dMt~t!

dt
5

Mt
0 2 Mt~t!

T1t
2 kforMt~t! 1 krevMm~t!

1 rCBF E@ma~t! 2 mv~t!#

dMm~t!
dt

5
Mm

0 2 Mm~t!

T1m
1 kforMt~t! 2 krevMm~t!

(39)

At equilibrium, free and macromolecular tissue mag-
netizations are related by

Table 4
Parameters Used to Described Diffusible Tracer Methods

a(t) and a0 Degree of labeling at the arterial plane as a function of time and maximum degree of labeling at the
arterial plane

ca(t) Arterial concentration of contrast agenta

cv(t) Venous concentration of contrast agenta

Ct(t) Tissue concentration of contrast agenta

d Effect of water exchange between free protons and macromolecular protons in tissue on T1t, in s21

E Extraction fraction of the blood magnetization by the brain tissue (blood flow dependent)
(r)CBF regional cerebral blood flow, in ml z g21 z s21

kfor and krev Magnetization transfer rate constant between free and macromolecular tissue protons
l Blood-brain water partition coefficient, in ml z g21

ma(t) and ma
0 Arterial magnetization per ml of blood, as a function of time and its equilibrium valuea

Mm(t) and Mm
0 Macromolecule magnetization per g of tissue, as a function of time and its equilibrium valuea

Mt(t) and Mt
0 Tissue magnetization per g of tissue, as a function of time and its equilibrium valuea

mv(t) and mv
0 Venous magnetization per ml of blood, as a function of time and at its equilibrium valuea

T1a Spin-lattice relaxation time constant of free arterial protons, in the absence of cross relaxation with
macromolecular protons, in s

T1m Spin-lattice relaxation time constant of macromolecular tissue protons, in the absence of cross
relaxation with free protons, in s

T1t Spin-lattice relaxation time constant of free tissue protons, in the absence of cross relaxation with
macromolecular protons and in the absence of blood flow, in s

T1t,app Spin-lattice relaxation time constant of free tissue protons, in the absence of cross relaxation with
macromolecular protons but in presence of blood flow, in s

T1t,sat Spin-lattice relaxation time constant of free tissue protons, in presence of cross relaxation with
macromolecular protons but in the absence of blood flow, in s

TI Inversion delay, in s
aBlood and tissue magnetization (or concentration of contrast agent) do not have the same case since the tissue magnetization is expressed
per g and the blood magnetization per ml.
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kforMt
0 5 krevMm

0 . (40)

The model is illustrated in Fig. 6 (166). When the
same coil is used for labeling and for imaging, the la-
beling pulse, applied off-resonance with respect to the

imaging plane, saturates the magnetization of macro-
molecular protons within the slice of interest. Assum-
ing Mm(t) 5 0, Eq. [39] becomes

dMt~t!
dt

5
Mt

0 2 Mt~t!

T1t,sat
1 rCBF E@ma~t! 2 mv~t!#, (41)

where

T1t,sat 5 S 1
T1t

1 kforD21

. (42)

Since the macromolecular magnetization is satu-
rated, the free proton magnetization is decreased due to
cross-relaxation between water molecules and adjacent
macromolecules (29,31,161). In order to properly ac-
count for the effect of off-resonance saturation on the
tissue water magnetization, one needs to acquire a con-
trol signal from the tissue with the same off-resonance

Figure 5

Figure 5. Diagrams of different ASL schemes. For all schemes
(a-k), the experiment yielding label images and the experiment
yielding control images are briefly summarized. Each experi-
ment is described by two diagrams: the first one represents the
respective positions of the labeling planes and the imaging
slices on tissue (egg-shaped object) and feeding arteries; the
second shows a summary of the MR sequence (RF pulse and
slice gradient waveform). The timing of the sequence is not to
scale. represents an inversion area, represents the
slices, and zzzzzzz represents the slices after a saturation pulse
has been applied. Gz, slice selection gradient; TI, inversion
time. All flip angles are given in degrees. SPDI, simultaneous
proximal and distal irradiation; EPISTAR, echo-planar imag-
ing and signal targeting with alternative radiofrequency; FAIR,
flow-sensitive alternating inversion recovery; UNFAIR, un-in-
verted flow-sensitive alternating inversion recovery; BASE, un-
prepared basis and selective inversion; TILT, transfer insensi-
tive labeling technique; PICORE, proximal inversion with
control for off-resonance effects; QUIPSS, quantitative imaging
of perfusion using a single subtraction; DASL, dynamic arte-
rial spin labeling; SEEPAGE, spin-echo entrapped perfusion
image; SSPL, single-shot perfusion labeling technique.

Figure 6. Schematic of the different exchange processes that
occur within a voxel. A blood flow- dependent fraction, E(rCBF),
of labeled water crosses the BBB, while the remaining arterial
water flows to veins. In reverse, tissue water passes the BBB
and reaches the venous compartment. Within the extravascu-
lar compartment, there is a permanent exchange between free
water molecules and macromolecular water molecules. (After
Silva et al (166))
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saturation but without labeling. This can be achieved
by applying an RF pulse at a frequency symmetrical to
the labeling frequency with respect to the imaging plane
frequency (29,31,161). Using flow-driven adiabatic in-
version, Zhang et al showed that rCBF could be quan-
tified with (31,161)

rCBF 5
l

ET1t
S Mt

con~TR! 2 Mt
lab~TR!

~2a~t! 2 1!Mt
con~TR! 1 Mt

lab~TR!D, (43)

where Mt
con(TR) and Mt

lab(TR) are the tissue magnetiza-
tions at the TR time in control state (i.e., when arterial
spins have not been inverted) and in label state (i.e.,
when arterial spins have been inverted).

In order to apply this method in humans, the labeling
and the control pulses need to be split in trains of
pulses to reduce the RF power deposition. For example,
at 1.5 T, Roberts et al used a train of 74-msec RF pulses
at about 26 mG, followed by a 26-msec delay (so that
the duty cycle is 74%) to obtain a pseudo continuous
inversion during 2.4 seconds (167).

Multislice Schemes With One-Coil CASL

The scheme proposed by Detre et al only allows quan-
tification of blood flow in a single slice, as the control
and the label RF irradiations are only compensated at a
single slice (29,168). In order to quantify rCBF in mul-
tiple slices with a single coil, Alsop et al first proposed to
invert the already inverted arterial spins by applying an
amplitude-modulated RF irradiation (a constant RF ir-
radiation multiplied by a sine wave) during the acqui-
sition of the control signal (Fig. 5b) (168). In the control
case, arterial spins are inverted twice after flowing
through the two inversion planes. Because both label
and control pulses are applied at the same center fre-
quency and with the same averaged power, their satu-
ration effects on the macromolecular magnetization in
the remote brain tissue are nearly identical (168). The
major limitations of this setup are the RF power depo-
sition and the fact that the double inversion is not
perfect; the labeling efficiency is therefore reduced.

Talagala et al also developed the simultaneous prox-
imal and distal irradiation (SPDI) method, in which
equal RF power is applied proximally and distally to the
slices to be imaged (169). The application of RF simul-
taneously at two different frequencies generates a sat-
uration profile, which is symmetric and reasonably flat
around the midpoint frequency. Label images are ob-
tained in the presence of a magnetic field gradient and
control images are obtained in the absence of gradient
(Figs. 5c and 7). The major limitations of this setup are
the RF power deposition and the fact the flat profile
does not extend over a large region of tissue, thereby
limiting the number of slices that can be acquired.

Two-Coil CASL

Using two different coils, it is possible to prevent the
tissue from being irradiated during the application of
the labeling pulse, as shown by Silva et al and Zhang et
al (165,170) (Fig. 5d). The two-coil system consists of a
small labeling coil placed near the carotid arteries and
a second coil, which is actively decoupled from the
labeling coil, to image the tissue. Because of the cou-
pling between tissue and macromolecular magnetiza-
tion, the quantification of blood flow is different from
the one-coil case. rCBF can be determined using (170):

rCBF 5 lS 1
T1t

1 dD Mt
0 2 Mt

lab

Mt
lab 1 ~2a 2 1!Mt

0 , (44)

where

d 5
kfor

1 1 krevT1m
. (45)

d only depends on the magnetization transfer rate (kfor,
krev) and on the spin-lattice relaxation time constant of
the macromolecular spins, T1m. According to Zhang et
al, ignoring d in the quantification of rCBF would cause
an approximately 17% underestimation of blood flow in
the rat brain at 4.7 T (165).

Figure 7. Example of CBF maps obtained in
the human brain with an ASL technique. These
maps were obtained at 1.5 T by S. Lalith Tal-
agala, using SPDI CASL (unpublished data).
RF at two frequencies was obtained by cosine
amplitude modulation at 15.625 KHz. The la-
beling plane was positioned '115 mm from the
center of the imaged region and each experi-
ment (label and control) was averaged 50
times. Maps are 1 cm thick, and the in-plane
resolution is '3.1 mm. (Courtesy of S. Lalith
Talagala)
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Using a two-coil system reduces the RF power depo-
sition, which can be critical for human studies (171).
Using separate label and imaging coils also allows the
labeling of an artery and the mapping of the perfused
territory of this particular artery (170,171).

Two-Coil vs. One-Coil CASL

In terms of SNR per unit of acquisition time, the use of
a two-coil system is not always advantageous. In the
one-coil situation, the saturation of the tissue macro-
molecule magnetization induces both a reduction in the
free proton magnetization and in the apparent tissue
spin-lattice relaxation time (from T1t to T1t,sat). In some
cases, the T1t reduction may allow sufficient averaging
to compensate for the reduction in free protons magne-
tization, within the same acquisition duration as that
for the two-coil setup. Moreover, the labeling coil has to
be placed near a carotid artery. The label is therefore
performed further upstream from the tissue than with a
one-coil setup, leading to a reduced degree of labeling at
the imaging site. However, the two-coil system allows
for multiple slices to be acquired without any magneti-
zation exchange problem and, for a true continuous
labeling, with little RF deposition limitation. Usually, it
is also the setup that maintains the tissue T1t and the
blood T1a as similar as possible, which is important for
CBF quantification (cf. section 5, “Quantification of
Blood Flow Using ASL Techniques”). A strategy to opti-
mize the SNR using one-coil CASL has been proposed
by Lei and Peeling (172), in which they considered a
partial saturation of the macromolecular magnetiza-
tion.

Methodological Improvements

Several methodological improvements have been pro-
posed to improve CASL methods. Zhang et al proposed
an alternated-line-scanning method to further combine
the acquisition of the control and the label images,
taking advantage of the small differences between the
two images (173). Pekar et al observed an apparent
asymmetry—around the chemical shift of the water sig-
nal—in the effects of off-resonance RF irradiation on the
intensity of the MR signal from water protons (174).
They proposed a four-step acquisition protocol to cor-
rect for any possible asymmetry in the magnetization
transfer spectrum (174).

The contribution of labeled water in large vessels was
not included in the original physiological model, as the
crusher gradients applied suppressed the contribution
of fast-moving spins (29,161). Since the first experi-
ments were carried out at 4.7 T on small animals, this
contribution was not a significant problem (i.e., the
in-plane resolution was ;300 mm and therefore the
largest vessels would have been arterioles). However, in
humans, Ye et al pointed out that the arterial bed con-
tributes to about 50% of the total blood flow signal.
They also recommended the use of crusher gradients to
defocus fast-moving spins (175). Ye et al also showed
that suppressing the contribution of fast-moving spins
also had an effect on the apparent transit time of the
labeled blood. It is, however, impossible to clearly dif-

ferentiate fast-moving spins from slow-moving spins
with bipolar gradients, as shown by Le Bihan et al and
Henkelman et al in their intravoxel incoherent motion
studies (176,177).

The transit time from the labeling plane to the imag-
ing plane is not uniform across a slice or between slices
(161,178). Alsop and Detre reduced the sensitivity of
the CASL techniques to transit time heterogeneity by
inserting a postlabeling delay between the labeling
pulse and the acquisition module in order to let slow-
moving spins reach the tissue (179).

Pulsed ASL (PASL)

Main Methods

Instead of labeling blood as it flows through a plane,
PASL techniques rely on the labeling of a large blood
volume with a short RF pulse. To obtain thick inversion
slabs with sharp edges, adiabatic pulses are generally
used. The volume of labeled blood then flows into the
tissue during the time TI. In 1992, Kwong et al first
used an inversion-recovery sequence to obtain CBF-
weighted images of the brain during visual stimulations
(151). This idea was further developed by Kwong et al
(180), Schwarzbauer et al (181), and Kim (178), who
named the approach flow-sensitive alternating inver-
sion recovery (FAIR) (Fig. 5e). In FAIR, the label image is
acquired after a slice-selective inversion and the control
after a nonselective inversion (Fig. 5e). In order to main-
tain the integrity of the image slice, the inversion slab
(with its imperfect edges) has to be applied at some
distance from the volume that will be imaged. Kim rec-
ommended using a ratio of at least 3:1 between the
thickness of the image slab and the thickness of the
inverted volume (178). Multiple slices can also be con-
tained in the inversion slab. However, the different
slices will experience different transit times, which
makes quantification difficult. Sequences derived from
FAIR are as follows:

● Uninverted FAIR (UNFAIR), by Helpern et al, in
which the stationary spins within the imaging slice
stay uninverted (182). With this technique, the
control image is entirely flow independent, so it
needs to be acquired only once (Fig. 5f).

● BASE, by Schwarzbauer and Heinke (183), consists
of unprepared basis (BA) images, which serve as a
control, and selective (SE) inversion prepared im-
ages, which are sensitive to blood flow (Fig. 5g).
Since the BASE scheme does not require a nonse-
lective inversion, it can be used with small coils.

● FAIR with an extra RF pulse (FAIRER), by Mai and
Berr (184), in which an extra slice-selective satura-
tion pulse is added. With this scheme, the order in
which control and label images are subtracted does
not depend on the TI value, which is not the case
with FAIR.

● Zhou et al also used the acronym FAIRER, but to
designate FAIR excluding radiation damping (185).
In this method, weak magnetic field gradients are
applied during the inversion recovery and spin-
echo delays to limit the effect of the radiation
damping of the RF pulses on the flow measure-
ment.
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In 1994, Edelman et al proposed the echo-planar
imaging and signal targeting with alternating radio fre-
quency (EPISTAR) technique that combined a spin-la-
beling RF pulse with an echo-planar acquisition (Fig.
5h) (186). In EPISTAR, the label image is acquired after
saturation of the tissue signal and inversion of the in-
flowing spins. The control image is acquired in the same
conditions, but the inversion pulse is applied equidis-
tant above the imaged slices. Like FAIR, EPISTAR was
also adapted in various ways:

● Chen et al replaced the echo-planar imaging se-
quence by a single-shot turbo spin echo, to reduce
the sensitivity of the imaging technique to suscep-
tibility effects, and called their method STAR-
HASTE (187).

● Edelman et al more recently proposed an improve-
ment of their method, in which they replaced the
inversion pulse in the label experiment by an adi-
abatic 360° RF pulse and the control inversion
pulse by two 180° RF pulses (188). The adiabatic
360° RF pulse inverts the spins (label), but the two
180° pulses counteract each other and leave the
spins uninverted (control). As the same RF power is
applied during the label and the control experi-
ments, the magnetization transfer effects are iden-
tical.

● Based on EPISTAR, Golay et al proposed a method
insensitive to magnetization transfer effects, called
transfer insensitive labeling technique (TILT) (189)
(Fig. 5i). In this method, the inversion pulse was
replaced by two consecutive 90° RF pulses for the
label image and by two 90° RF pulses with opposite
phases (so that they have no net effect) for the
control.

● Wong et al modified EPISTAR to reduce the effect of
slice profile imperfection and to improve the sensi-
tivity to inflow (190). In proximal inversion with
control for off-resonance effects (PICORE), Wong et
al replaced the inversion slab in the control acqui-
sition by an RF pulse applied at the same frequency
as in the label experiment but in the absence of a
magnetic field gradient (Fig. 5j).

To reduce the sensitivity of techniques like EPISTAR
or FAIR to transit time, Wong et al introduced two
schemes, quantitative imaging of perfusion using a sin-
gle subtraction (QUIPSS) and QUIPSS II (191). In
QUIPSS, a saturation pulse is applied to the imaging
planes after the application of the labeling RF pulse.
Because the saturation pulse is applied for both the
label and the control images, the contribution to the
signal from blood that was in the imaging slices prior to
the saturation pulse disappears when computing the
difference between label and control images. In QUIPSS
II, the saturation pulse is applied after the labeling
pulse on the same slice that was labeled (Fig. 5k). This
produces a well-defined bolus of labeled blood, which
facilitates the CBF quantification (191,192). Luh et al
replaced the saturation pulse in the QUIPSS II scheme
by a train of thin-slice saturation pulses, applied peri-
odically (192). Since thin-slice sinc pulses have a better
B1 homogeneity over the slice and sharper edges than a
thick-slice pulse, the new method (called Q2TIPS for

QUIPSS II with thin-slice TI periodic saturation) allows
for better quantification of rCBF.

Quantification

With PASL techniques, the method for quantification of
CBF is different from the one used with CASL tech-
niques, although it relies on the same theoretical back-
ground as presented by Detre et al (29) (cf. section 5,
Basic Principles of ASL). The first model for PASL was
proposed by Kim and Kwong et al (178,180). They
showed that the difference between control and label
tissue magnetization could be computed with:

DMt 5 2Mt
0 TI

rCBF
l

exp~2TI/T1t!. (46)

Calamante et al proposed a more complete approach,
accounting for differences between blood and tissue T1

and for labeling efficiency (193):

DMt 5 2a0Mt
0

rCBF
l Fexp~2TI/T1t,app! 2 exp~2TI/T1a!

1/T1a 2 1/T1t,app
G.

(47)

Buxton et al recently proposed a general model for
quantification of CBF using PASL techniques (154).
Their model takes into account the QUIPSS II ap-
proach, in which the duration of the bolus of labeled
spins is well defined, and also accounts for the finite
transit time of labeld spins.

Methodological Improvements

The use of crusher gradients to reduce the contribution
of labeled spins located in large vessels has also been
adopted in PASL techniques (190). However, the signal
from large arteries can be sufficiently destroyed during
the time course of an echo-planar acquisition without
the need of additional bipolar gradients (154).

When multiple slices are acquired at different TIs,
they have different CBF weighting, due to differences in
blood transit time. Kao et al implemented FAIR with the
Hadamard encoding technique (simultaneous multi-
slice acquisition with arterial-flow tagging (SMART)) in
order to simultaneously acquire multiple slices (194).
Yang et al implemented FAIR with a spiral imaging,
taking advantage of its short acquisition duration (22
msec) to acquire up to 10 slices per labeling period
(195).

To perform inversion of thick slabs in PASL tech-
niques, hyperbolic secant pulses have mostly been
used. It is, however, desirable to obtain inversion pro-
files that closely match the imaging profiles, so that
inversion slabs and imaging slabs can be superimposed
or juxtaposed (Fig. 5e–k). In most of the PASL tech-
niques, a saturation pulse is applied on the imaging
slices because it helps to minimize the effect of imper-
fect slice profiles (186,191). In order to improve the
inversion profile, Yongbi et al adapted a C-shaped fre-
quency corrected inversion ((FOCI) Ordidge et al (196))
pulse for the ASL experiment (181). The use of FOCI
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pulses is particularly interesting at low fields (like 1.5
T), where the tissue T1t is short.

To increase the sensitivity of ASL, Ye et al recently
proposed to use inversion pulses to reduce the contri-
bution of static tissue spins to the signal (197), as pre-
viously suggested by Dixon et al for angiography (198).
This technique, in which noise reduction is achieved by
attenuating the static signal in arterial spin tagging
(ASSIST), is a modification of the FAIR approach. Two
nonselective inversion pulses are applied during the
preparation phase to minimize the contribution of
static protons.

Emerging ASL Schemes
Dynamic ASL

In order to simultaneously determine rCBF, transit
time, and T1t, Barbier et al measured the response of
the tissue magnetization to a label that varied with
time, the labeling function (199). With dynamic ASL
(DASL), there is no subtraction between a control and a
label image. The tissue response to the labeling func-
tion (e.g., a square function) is fitted by the equation
predicting the tissue response (Fig. 8). From the fit, the
blood transit time to the perfusion site, the tissue T1t,
and the tissue blood flow can be simultaneously ex-
tracted, yielding a more accurate quantification of CBF
without the need of a postlabeling delay. Moreover, as
the transit time can be mapped for each separate slice,
the quantification of rCBF in each slice is not affected
by its position. The use of a periodic labeling function
makes the tissue response periodical, allowing for the
filtering out of periodical noise perturbations. DASL
also has the potential to distinguish the vascular con-
tribution from the CBF, based on the shape of tissue
response (200).

Single-Shot ASL

New ASL techniques are appearing to directly acquire
an rCBF map, avoiding the acquisitions of a control and
a label map. Based on an idea by Dixon et al, who
suggested that multiple inversion pulses could be used
to reduce the static tissue signal in order to better
measure the flowing blood contribution (198), Blamire
and Styles proposed a new method, called spin-echo
entrapped perfusion image (SEEPAGE) (201). After sat-
urating the signal from the slices of interest, a train of
inversion pulses is applied to prevent the static tissue
signal from recovering. Unsaturated flowing spins can
then be detected, their contribution to the signal being
above the static tissue signal. Recently, Duyn et al pro-
posed a single-shot perfusion labeling technique
(SSPL). The technique is similar to the approach of
Kwong et al (151), but two inversion pulses have been
added to null the static tissue magnetization so that the
magnetization of flowing spins can be readily detected
(202), as proposed in the ASSIST method (197).

Quantification of Blood Flow Using ASL
Techniques
Problematic Issues

The amount of blood water extracted by the tissue is
still not well known. Originally, Detre et al assumed

that the labeled water is completely extracted into tis-
sue. However, Silva et al demonstrated, using ASL, that
only about 80% of water is extracted into brain tissue in
a rat under normocapnic condition (166,203) (Fig. 9).
However, low water extraction fractions may not neces-
sarily yield a blood flow underestimation. Indeed, in a
recent approach toward a general kinetic model for
ASL, Buxton et al pointed out that complete extraction
could be assumed because of the finite transit time of
water through the voxel (154). More recently, St. Law-
rence et al studied the effect of restricted water ex-
change on rCBF calculated from ASL measurements
(204). Their mathematical approach showed that, in
humans, the capillary contribution to the MR signal
may play a significant role in ASL experiments and, in
fact, counterbalances the effect of restricted water ex-
change between blood and tissue (Fig. 10). Their results
are in good agreement with Buxton et al. Therefore,
even in the presence of exchange limitations, the mea-
sured CBF should be in good agreement with true CBF,
provided that blood and tissue T1s are similar and that
no labeled blood leaves the voxel through the venous
system. Ewing and Fenstermache obtained similar re-
sults for the CASL case in rats (205). The fact that the
capillary compartment significantly contributes to the

Figure 8. Time courses of the responses of a voxel in a rat
brain, at two different arterial pCO2, to a square labeling func-
tion. Data were acquired at 4.7 T using the interlaced DASL
scheme (199), with a temporal resolution of 100 msec. The
voxel size was 0.4 3 0.4 3 2 mm3. Squares and diamonds
represent raw data, and continuous lines represent the best
fits, using a physiological model based on Eq. [41] predicting
the theoretical tissue response. t stands for transit time from
the labeling plane to the perfusion site. Below the time scale,
the two half-periods of the square labeling function are indi-
cated: “label” when the labeling pulse is applied at the labeling
frequency and “control” when the labeling pulse is applied at
the control frequency. The voxel magnetization decreases as
labeled spins enter the voxel and increases as unlabeled water
enters the voxel. The response of the tissue magnetization is
shifted in time with respect to the input function due to the
transit time. (Data from Emmanuel Barbier)
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signal does not imply that crusher gradients should not
be used, since labeled spins within small vessels are not
affected by the typical crusher gradient strength used
in ASL experiments (175,203). Note that the permeabil-
ity to water of the BBB is different between species
(42,43,206,207) and could also be different between
pathological and normal tissues (43).

Nevertheless, for high flow values (more specifically in
animal models), it can occur that labeled spins leave the
voxel through the venous system. This depends on the
amount of water extracted by tissue and on the ratio
between T1a (the blood T1) and the transit time through
the voxel. If the transit time through the voxel is short
enough, compared to T1a, unextracted water molecules
will exit the voxel while still labeled. This has been
observed in large veins of the rat brain by Barbier et al
(200). Based on the previously mentioned works of Bux-
ton et al and St. Lawrence et al, this phenomenon leads
to an underestimation of rCBF, unless the extraction
fraction can be measured. Buxton et al also mentioned
that labeled venous blood (either by the label or by the
control pulse), which subsequently moves into the
voxel, could lead to an error on rCBF quantification
(154).

The tissue T1t,app, which is an important parameter
for CBF quantification, has been observed to be spa-
tially heterogeneous early after controlled cortical im-
pact (30% difference between contusion and normal

tissue) by Hendrich et al (208). This study points out
the importance of measuring T1t,app for rCBF quantifi-
cation purposes, especially in pathological cases. More-
over, when a voxel contains gray matter and cerebro-
spinal fluid, its average T1t,app may be overestimated,
leading to an underestimation of rCBF. Also, when ce-
rebrospinal fluid is present in the voxel, the mass of
tissue present in that voxel is overestimated and the
true flow per gram of tissue is therefore underestimated
(154,180). The blood T1 depends on the cellular content
of the blood and therefore on the Hct. Differences be-
tween blood T1 and tissue T1 also lead to errors in the
ASL quantification (193,204,205). At 1.5 T in the hu-
man brain, this implies that the CBF quantification will
be more accurate in the gray matter than in the white
matter, as the gray matter and blood T1s are closer than
white matter and blood T1s (193).

The heterogeneity of the blood-brain partition coeffi-
cient for water, l, may also affect CBF quantification.

Figure 9. Attenuation curves of difference signal for a rat
under normocapnic conditions (arterial pCO2 5 22 mm of Hg,
filled circles) and hypercapnic conditions (arterial pCO2 5 78
mm of Hg, open circles). The curves were obtained by subtract-
ing the label signal from the control signal at each b value. The
lines represent the best nonlinear least-squares fit to the data
using DS(b)/DS(0) 5 (1 – E)exp(–bD*) 1 Eexp(–bD), where E is
the water extraction fraction, and D* and D are the slow and
the fast apparent diffusion coefficients (ADC), respectively; D*
is associated to the labeled water in the tissue and D is asso-
ciated to the labeled water in the vasculature. For this animal,
E was 0.85 6 0.08 at low arterial pCO2 and 0.71 6 0.06 at high
arterial pCO2; D* was (1.50 6 0.47) 10–3 mm2 z second–1 at low
arterial pCO2 and (1.30 6 0.35) 10–3 mm2 z second –1 at low
arterial pCO2; D was (407 6 869) 10–3 mm2 z second –1 at low
arterial pCO2 and (407 6 405) 10–3 mm2 z second –1 at high
arterial pCO2. (Courtesy of Afonso C. Silva. For other data, see
reference 203)

Figure 10. Numerical simulations of observed values of CBF
as a function of true CBF, based on the single-pass approxi-
mation model (204). The permeability surface area products
are 140 mL/100 g/minute (a), which corresponds to human
brain, and 300 mL/100 g/minute (b), which corresponds to
the rat brain. For these simulations, the blood T1a is 1.2 sec-
onds, the tissue T1t is 1.0 seconds, and the capillary and
venous blood volumes are 2% each. The arterial contribution
to the signal is not accounted for in this model, since it can be
removed using crusher gradients, (Courtesy of Keith St. Law-
rence. For other simulations, see reference 204)
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The variation of water content between gray and white
matters affects l (155,156). In brain lesions, l could be
very different from its normal value (208). Roberts et al
proposed a method to map this coefficient using proton
density MR images (156).

The BOLD contrast mechanism, discovered by Ogawa
et al (209), also needs to be accounted for in ASL stud-
ies, either for normal or for activation studies. Since the
tissue T2* (and T2) depends on the blood oxygenation
level (209), and therefore on the blood location within
the vasculature (i.e., arteries, capillaries, or veins), the
contributions of the various components of the vascu-
lature to the MR signal are different. In activation stud-
ies using ASL, simultaneous changes in blood oxygen-
ation and in rCBF yield complex signal variations.
Baseline measurements are then required to separate
oxygenation from perfusion changes when comparing
control and label images (178). The use of short echo
time imaging techniques, like spiral imaging, reduces
the effects of the blood oxygenation (temporal or spa-
tial).

Validation by Other Methods

Despite the above-mentioned issues regarding quanti-
fication of ASL measurements, the results from valida-
tion studies are encouraging. Walsh et al (210) com-
pared rCBF measurements obtained in rats with ASL
and with microspheres. They obtained a mean error of
–32.4 6 20.2% and showed that ASL could underesti-
mate rCBF at high flow rates. Pell et al compared ASL
and hydrogen clearance measurements in the gerbil at
2.35 T. They found a good agreement between both
methods for low flow rates, but at flow rates above 80
mL/100 g/minute, ASL yields higher CBF values than
hydrogen clearance (211). Ewing et al compared CASL
and 14C-iodoantipyrine autoradiography measure-
ments in rats and obtained a strong relationship be-
tween the measurements from the two techniques
(212). The differences between the two techniques are
due in part to the difference in slice thickness: 2 mm
with MR and 20 mm with autoradiography. Hoehn et al
also compared these two techniques in rats with about
the same slice thickness as Ewing et al and found an
average linear correlation coefficient of 0.86 (213). How-
ever, ASL-based measurements were offset with respect
to the autoradiography data. The offset was most cer-
tainly due to the differences in slice thickness. More
recently, Ye et al compared rCBF measurements in the
human brain obtained with PET and ASL by registering
the low resolution H2

15O data with the high-resolution
MR data (214). In gray matter, no statistical difference
was found between the two techniques. In white matter,
ASL yielded an underestimation of rCBF (;20%), which
the authors attributed to an underestimation of the
arterial transit time in white matter. Quantitative blood
flow values obtained by ASL can also be compared to
quantitative blood flow values from the literature, pro-
vided that the experimental conditions are similar
(215).

Applications of ASL Techniques

ASL techniques have already been used in numerous
applications, as recently reviewed by Calamante et al
(153) and Detre and Alsop (216).

In functional studies, ASL has been used in rats (217)
and in humans (151,218–220). Results of ASL-based
and BOLD-based functional MRI experiments have also
been compared. Some ASL techniques have been
adapted to simultaneously measure changes in blood
flow and in BOLD contrast, using a first CBF-weighted
echo and a second BOLD-weighted echo. Activation
maps based on BOLD and on CBF acquisitions were
compared both in humans and animals (221–223). Re-
cently, Gonzalez-At et al used ASL to measure the func-
tional changes in the transit time from the labeling
plane to the imaging plane (224), an effect previously
observed by Belle et al using a functional angiography
technique (225).

As ASL measurements can be repeated over time eas-
ily and with total noninvasiveness, they are well suited
for longitudinal studies. ASL techniques have been ap-
plied in pharmacological studies, like in the follow-up of
the systemical delivery of amphetamines or of local de-
livery of picrotoxinin to the brain (170,226). The brain
reactivity to CO2 (227) and the influences on CBF of
various anesthetics have also been characterized using
ASL (228).

Blood pool agent approaches and ASL can also be
performed successively (229) or combined (118) to ob-
tain CBV and CBF maps.

Finally, ASL has also proven its usefulness in the
study of various pathologies, in animals or in humans:

● Animal models of transient occlusion of the middle
cerebral artery (230–234);

● Strokes (235–237);
● Traumatic brain injuries (208,227);
● Degenerative brain diseases (238);
● Brain tumors (239–241).

Perfusion quantification is complicated in brain le-
sions, since it is not clear what become the correct
values of (1) T1t, (2) the blood-brain partition coefficient
for water, (3) the BBB permeability, and (4) the transit
time to the lesion, which might be longer (208,241). As
the transit time to the lesion increases, the ability of
accurately measuring CBF decreases.

CONCLUSION

The last 15 years have seen a tremendous development
of MR methods for brain perfusion imaging, and nu-
merous studies have now shown that MRI measure-
ments of rCBV and rCBF are possible. Both functional
and clinical MRI have already benefited from the new
techniques. Current applications include the evalua-
tion of the vasodilatory capacity of the brain during
cerebral perturbations, the study of disease processes
that alter the microvasculature, and attempts to the
early prediction of the histological outcome in stroke.

Originally, the models developed to analyze measure-
ments obtained in experiments based either on nondif-
fusible or on diffusible tracers were rather different. In
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both approaches, however, it appears that an accurate
characterization of brain perfusion asks for some re-
finement and that, for instance, arteriolar, capillary,
and venous contributions to the signal should be dis-
tinguished. These refinements tend to make the models
more homogeneous, although some interesting differ-
ences remain, like in the way water exchange between
blood and tissue has to be accounted for.

Contrast-enhanced bolus tracking techniques are
well suited to obtain fast, low-resolution information on
brain perfusion. Contrast-enhanced steady-state tech-
niques using exogenous agents have the ability to pro-
vide higher spatial resolution and quantitative mea-
surements of rCBV, but at the expense of longer
acquisitions. With ASL methods, quantification of rCBF
requires more time, compared to the acquisition of a
relative rCBF map, since the tissue T1 and possibly the
transit time have to be measured. Depending on the
type of information desired, a large variety of tools is
thus available, from a low spatial resolution map of
relative values to a quantitative, high spatial resolution
map of CBV or CBF. As always, the quality of the infor-
mation depends on the time available for acquisition.

However, even if the results obtained so far are ex-
tremely promising, it should be stressed that perfusion
MRI is still in an early stage of its development. Further
work is necessary to address the numerous quantifica-
tion problems, to bring the robustness required in a
clinical environment, and to further validate in the con-
text of various pathologies the methods that have been
assessed on normal tissues. Finally, it might be ex-
pected that MR technology improvements in years to
come will give access to higher spatial resolution and
current MRI methods and models to measure brain
perfusion will need further adaptations, as the voxel
size will approach the arteriolar scale.
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